
 ABOUT ME  &  MY PHILOSOPHY 
 If you prefer a short video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQpbvezU788&t=5s 

 YOGA today is a very ‘loaded’ word and we should first define exactly what we are talking about. 

I like to remind students that Asana practice, despite its popularity, is only a small part of yoga. It is not the 
‘goal’ of yoga, it is a tool & technique to get to the goal. Asanas or Yoga Postures are a wonderful way to 
make & keep your body strong & agile, but we first should let go of all our preconceptions and simply learn 

about our individuals bodies with a certain discipline & regularity. You are learning a skill rather than 
accumulating tricks or acrobatics. To keep refining your skill & technique is much more rewarding in the long 

run.  If you want to learn how to drive you don't go on the highway on your fist day and stay on it  
as you are too afraid to find an exit. Same thing.  

Learn to drive well, then you can drive pretty much anywhere.  
Yogi can translate to "seeker of truth". Find what is true for your body, to take agency and ownership of your 

practice.  You are not only allowed but encouraged to think critically, not just to follow blindly. 
To bring effective changes to our lives we have to actually sit down & be still for a while and consider yoga’s 

rich philosophy … to eventually step out of our ever moving  monkey mind for a little bit. 
But that doesn’t mean this can’t all happen with love & kindness towards ourselves  

and a great sense of humour & joy. At least that is my approach. 

My yoga journey & studies are far from over, but I would like to express  
my gratitude to my various teachers and my Lineage on this trip so far!   

And to every student I ever had in my class... thank you for teaching me too! 

Here is a list of teachers & schools  that influenced me and my Yoga: 
- 500h TT "Vinyasa Krama Yoga", @ Svaha Yoga Shala, Amsterdam, NL (2011/2012) 

- 200h (RYA) TT Katchie Ananada @Ganeshas Barn, Cologne, D (2019) 
- several Immersions with Clive Sheridan in India, France, Germany (2013-2019) 

- 40h Workshop series Jason Crandell “Evolution of VinyasaYoga” @triyoga, London, UK (2019) 
- 200h (RYA) TT Anat Geiger "Yin Yoga", @Yogagarden, Amsterdam, NL (2015/2016) 
- 100h (RYA) TT Rusty Wells "Bhakti Flow", @Urban Flow, San Francisco, USA (2018) 
- 200h TT "Sivananda Yoga", @ Neuville-Aux-Bois Ashram, Orleans, France (2010) 

My other trainings & qualifications include: 
state-certified gymnastics teacher, @Weber School, Düsseldorf D (1996-1999), 

15 years professional dance career (1999 - 2014), 
Codarts Academy of Music and Dance, Rotterdam, NL (2000-2002), 

Thai Massage, @International Thai Massage School Thai Hand, NL (2014), 
 licensed trainer for orthopaedic spine health @KddR, D (2015)

I have also been a (recurring)  
guest teacher at the  

“Yoga Festival Terschelling” 2017 & 2018;   
“HAPPINEZ” Festival 2019;  

“International Day of Yoga” 2018 & 2019  
 "Stadswild Secret Yoga Club”  

”H&M”; ”Victor & Rolf";  
“Stadsschouwburg Amsterdam”;  

"Royal Dance Conservatory", The Hague; 
"Amsterdam University of the Arts"; 

"Codarts Academy of  Music & Dance", 
Rotterdam; 

“Babette Labeĳ Music Academy; 
” Yin Yoga TT 2018 ”Yoga Garden”, Amsterdam;   

Praeha Bildungszentrum Düsseldorf. 

And in my dancing years  
(which was just a different physical 

practice) I worked in 

- Chicago, NL  (Spirit of Fosse, ass.Dance Captain); 
- Dirty Dancing, NL + D  (Cover Johnny Castle); 
- La Cage Aux Folles, NL;   - Victor Victoria, E; 
- Kiss me Kate, I;   - Saturday Night Fever, NL;  

- "Theory of Excess", Andre Gingras,NL; 
- "Martha@HollandDanceFestival"Richard Move; 

- “van God los", (Cadance Festival),NL;  
- Musical Awards Gala 2003, 2009, 2010, NL; 

- Verstehen Sie Spass,D; - Mis Adorables Vecinos,E; 
- Noche de Fiesta,E;   - Puccini's La Boheme,A; 

- Verdi's La Traviata, D (Soloist) 
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